
First contacts between Poland and Japan. (English translation by Adam Radecki, approved by the author) 
 
As many Europeans, Poles learned about the existence of Japan from the Marco Polo’s Livre des merveilles du monde (Book of the 
Marvels of the World, also known as The Travels of Marco Polo, c. 1300), the first mention of Japan can be found in Polish literature in 

ywoty wi tych Pa skich (The Lives of the Lord’s Saints, 1579) and Kazania sejmowe (Parliament sermons, 1597) , by the influential 
Polish Jesuit Piotr Skarga (1536-1612). Until now, we thought that the first closer contact between Poland and Japan took place only in the 
17th century, and it was rather ill-fortunate, when in 1643, ,a Polish Jesuit missionary Wojciech M ci ski died the martyr's death on the 
Japanese land. However, a Russian academic and researcher prof. Liudmila M. Ermakowa discovered, that already  in 1585 there was a 
very important direct meeting between the representatives of both countries. In March that , Japan's first foreign diplomatic mission to 
Western countries, the so-called "Tensh  Mission" (Tensh  is a traditional Japanese name of the era, covering the years 1573-1592) 
reached the Vatican. It was composed of four young men, Christians educated by the Portuguese Jesuits. The mission was prepared by the 
inspector of the Jesuit mission in Japan, Gen. Alessandro Valignano and it went in February 1582 from Nagasaki through  Macau, Goa, 
Mozambique, Cape of Good Hope, Saint Helena, Guadeloupe, Madrid, Lisbon, Alicante, Livorno, Pisa, Florence, to reach Rome after 
three years. The youths were transporting a message from the then shogun Oda Nobunaga to Pope Gregory XIII. They were received with 
high honors by Pope Gregory XIII a week before his death, they watched the course of the conclave, and then they were received by the 
new Pope Sixtus V. The mission of four Japanese youth became known  in Europe at that time, and the portrait of young deputies was 
supposedly painted by Tintoretto, however to this day was not found. During their stay in Rome, the young messengers of Nobunaga 
visited the grave of Stanis aw Kostka (1550-1568, a Polish novice of the Society of Jesus, later venerated in the Catholic Church as Saint 
Stanislaus Kostka) and reportedly listened with great emotion to the stories of this young Pole and his religious fervor. Visit at his grave  
was meant to awaken in the Japanese envoys the desire for monastic life, for which they did not obtain the initial consent.  
 
On the other hand, at the request of the Polish deputy to Vatican, Bishop Bernard Maciejowski (later the Primate of Poland) they translated 
a fragment of one of the Psalms of David into Japanese and wrote it on paper. This piece of paper they gave  to Bishop Maciejowski, who 
in later years presented it  to the Krakow Academy (now the Jagiellonian University). The manuscript was forgotten in the Jagiellonian 
Library's repositories. Professor Ermakowa found a trace of the existence of this document almost accidentally several The document itself 
was discovered in August 2000, after long-lasting searches conducted by the scholar and staff of the Jagiellonian Library. 
The discovery made by Prof. Ermakowa puts the history of contacts between Poland and Japan in a new light, showing the mutual interest 
of Poles and Japanese in an era in which both countries had political ambitions and perspectives that we would now call "global" before 
Japan introduced a policy of self-imposed isolation, and Poland began to lose political influence . 
 
Professor Liudmila M. Ermakova is affiliated with Kobe City University of Foreign Studies. The article on the discovery was published in Japanese 
language in the 27th issue of Bulletin of the International Research Center for Japanese Studies, Publisher by the Kadokawa shoten, March 2003. 
 
Original text by: Jadwiga Rodowicz-Czechowska 
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https://tokio.msz.gov.pl/ja/bilateral_cooperation/politics/tokio_jp_a_284/tokio_jp_a_285/ 


